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Are they chickens?
Are they bears?
by Maisie Johnston
and Izzy Kabara
Chickens are here yay
The chickens don't care
They might be bears
They are leaving now, K
Oh wait, that chicken was a bear
He be a dancing queen
I think he ate the teens
Delicious and so rare
Hey those teens
Where did they go?
Down the bear’s esophagus they row
Listen to their screams
Apocalypse life is fun
No more peace
Look at this feast
Look at them run

By Jeffrey Brunner

Bagel Day by Giovanni Chieffa
It’s 9:39 am
Day 6
Everyone is huddled around the door
while listening to the announcements
Finally the announcements are done
Everyone
Goes
Crazy
Everyone races to get to the front of the
line like first in line gets $1,000,000
But if your like me you're at the back of
the line
You wait
And wait
And wait
For bagels
The one thing holy in this school
The line is as slow as a sloth going from
tree to tree
Once your at the front of the line
And you get your bagel
You take a bite
And realize
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By Sara Laman

By Caden Green

By Chelsea Hartman

By Patrick Bryan

By Chennie Wang

By Izzy Kabara

The Ocean's Mood by Audrey Jiang

By Chelsea Hartman

Emotions are oceans
Sometimes rough and angry, waves slash and rage.
The now enraged ocean, stuck inside its cage.
The thunder riles it up,
The lightning strikes the waters.
The once soothing sea,
Can smother you underwater.
Sometimes mournful and low-spirited, the tides rising and falling.
The water seems lifeless, hearing its soundless wailing.
The ocean sings its sorrowful song in its waves.
Not as light-hearted as it once was before.
The feelings raging inside it, like a war.
Sometimes calm and serene, peaceful as a flower.
Carries the ocean breeze, alongside its waters.
The fish swim the ocean’s currents,
The plants dance around.
The ocean forgets its troubles…
As it is safe and sound.
Sometimes it is excited, waves jumping up and down.
The ocean becomes playful,
By Abril Linares Mendoza
As if children were in a pool.
The waters rock gently, soothing one’s mind.
The ocean sighs happily, a toy with a wind.

By Anna Filchock

By Alexander Lynn

By Andrew Zeng

By Alexander Lynn

By Tiba Bakuri

The Dream State
By Monica Singh
Perhaps it was a dream, she thought.
Perhaps if she pinched herself, she would
wake up. But she didn’t want to wake up.
She wanted to stay in this dream world
where everything was bleak. The grey tones
surrounding her matched the lack of
emotion she felt. Alex roamed the empty
streets indulging in the silence and
loneliness. Nothingness filled her mind as
she continued. Street after street, all the
buildings blended together and in this world
nothing was unique. Suddenly, Alex halted
as a shadow swept the street in front of her.
She hesitated, debating whether to follow.
She continued on her own path when the
shadow crossed again. This time she
followed, turning each corner again and
again. Until, she saw a distinct street that
was different then the last. At the end of
this street, lay a lifeless lump calling Alex
over. She moved closer and there lay her
sister’s dead body. Alex then awoke to her
father’s tired eyes telling her to get ready
for the funeral.

By Lit Mag Crew

By Anya Hammer

By Lit Mag Crew

By Jeffrey Brunner

By Miyu Yamane

By Caden Green

by Chloe Wells

By Jillian Zana

By Anya Hammer
I’ve lived in this town my whole life, and most of the time that’s fine by me. But in late fall
when the sky fills with birds migrating south for the winter, traveling thousands of miles, I
get homesick for places I’ve never been. Places like Paris with her pigeons cooing at the cars
dashing around the streets. With the glistening river reflecting the bright lights of the Eiffel
Tower. Where the clear skies show off the shining moon. Homesick for places like London
with his bustling streets making up for the silence in the museums. With the crowds
surrounding the Eye and listening to Big Ben’s chimes.Where, even when it’s raining, the
sound is gorgeous. Hoping for places like Venice with his waters splashing in the canals,
sometimes overflowing onto the streets. With murmurs from markets or shouting from
stalls. Where gondolas row in the water with ducks paddling around. Wishing for places like
Los Angeles with his ocean, crashing onto the sandy beaches, teasing the children playing.
With the world of Hollywood, swept away from reality, sheathed in glamour. Where fame
lives and dreams are lost, followed, found, and broken. I get homesick. I miss it. Places I’ve
never been.

Spring
By Annalise Alexander
I
come right after winter
And
go just before summer
I
bring the blossoms
On
trees
And
new animals
Are
born.
It’s
a growing time
With
flowers and rain
Not
too hot
Not
too cold
Enjoy
this time of year
It’ll
be over before
You
know it.

By Elle Ruttenberg

By Jillian Zana

Echo
By Sophia Gombos
Early in the morning,
The peeping starts.
Others echo,
So everyone can hear.
When the little thing soars,
It follows the feathered creature.
When it starts,
It means that spring is approaching,
After a long winter.

By Izzy Kabara

By Andrew Zeng
By Cassidy Mineo

By Anya Hammer

A Depressed Penguin
By Chennie Wang

By Anya Jain

Dear Penguin,
This is a letter to warn you. Global Warming is
coming! In case you don’t know, global warming is
when the ice in Antarctica is going to melt. I am
warning you to try and escape while the ice is still
there! Pass this on to your friends and family.
Plot Twist: Just kidding. You can’t read, so you
might as well just eat this letter.

By Tashari Morgan
Perhaps it was a dream, she thought. Perhaps if
she pinched herself, she would wake up. But she
didn’t want to wake up. She wanted to stay in
this dream world where she was happy. This was
unusual for her. She felt joy and love. No
worries. And then “Monique get up!” she heard.
It was another awful Monday that would lead to
another horrible school day that would lead to
another horrible silence and she was just left
there with her mind. That is a dangerous place.
All the horrors and thoughts, nightmares, and
claustrophobic ideas were just left with her. The
worst boogie man you can imagine. It’s the land
that doesn’t eat you or cause any physical pain.
It’s the kind that attacks your mind causing you
to feel like your mind is running a marathon and
you’re just getting dragged along like an untied
shoelace. The kind that music can’t shut out.
The kind that you see everywhere no matter
how hard you try to avoid someone that they
insist on you seeing. The unexplainable kind.
The kind of monster that you can run for your
life and still never come close to being able to
escape. You hear a voice that says “this is all
your fault.” It replies “look in the mirror.”

By Anya Hammer

By Ada Chu
By Audrey Jiang

By Andrew Patterson
By Izzy Kabara
The clock was an incessant beating ticking
away each second until our test was over.
Unlike everyone, I didn’t want this class to be
over, I didn’t need to walk in the halls full of
self centered brats. Tests were my reprimand
from the chaos where I didn’t feel like each and
every one of my movements was being judged
harshly. School wasn’t easy for me, the
academics caused no problem, for the people
were the terror. A deafening buzz came from
the bell and echoed throughout school. It was
followed by the shouts and screams of fourteen
year olds and teachers. People sprang from
their seats, slammed their test on the teacher’s
desk, and rushed out the tiny door as if they
were caged animals being set free. They might
as well have been animals. I slowly pulled myself from my desk and grabbed To keep reading this story, scan the
my bag to leave the room. There was no point of rushing, there was no point QR code below
of leaving this room. But I had to.
“Thank you Alex,” Mr. Owens said as I set my test on his desk. “Your
parents should be happy, you have the highest grades in this school.”
“They don’t care about my grades,” I responded as I pulled my hood up.
“I am sure they care. Parents might seem like they do not care, but they
always truly do. Even if they don’t show it.”
“My mother can’t care, unless someone resurrected her, and I know my
father doesn’t care, he never has.” I mumbled as I started my walk out into
the hall. Eyes beat down on me in their judgmental rages. Each step I took
made me wobble more and my hand trembled more intensely each second.
Everybody stood in the hall, everyone there watching me.

Victory by Jeffrey Brunner
A
German crusader’s charge kisses the angel but flies off the cliff hopelessly
And
the weightlifter controls gravity in just the right spot
Perfectly
gathering a British time traveler, futuristic archer and an old Egyptian grandma
And
spinning around the peaceful robot sprays to an enemy who is already there
Healing
to the ninja who is running through the fray
Who
looks ready and flying in the right direction trying to catch sight
Of
a hamster ball rolling through the air praying to get away
In
slow motion just as Kaplan intended
The
payload racing down the empty streets of Mexico
And
filling up the choke together the truck pushes on
And
before they reach the checkpoint, 6 more join in
Disposing
of them quickly
6
now almost there
But
suddenly hearing a Korean gamer say two words
“Nerf
this”
The
team scatters and all but one go
then
touching the truck the angel makes a headlong motion to the enemy for the game she loves
so much but not quite surviving and falling to the ground
But
turning around to see the beautiful yellow words and hear the robot say the one word that
they worked so hard for
Victory

by Emily Michaelsen

Curiosity
By Rishil Saxena
Curiosity
is a rolling ball.
It
might lead you to unexpected places
And
will always catch your attention
With
its bright, bouncing movement
Taking
you on an adventure
That
cannot be matched by any movie.

By Ada Chu
By Julia Dlugosz

It
all starts with “why” or “how”
Then
the amazing experience starts
When
you catch the ball,
You
find the answer to another question.
No
matter your age
You
can still go on this adventure
And
learn something new
Thanks
to the power of curiosity.
By Jeffrey Brunner

By Anonymous

“Hope” by Anonymous
I wish I could describe how depression feels
To always think you can’t be enough for the world
That everyone will reject you the moment you walk out your front door
“Spread your wings and try to fly”, they said
But everyday it’s a struggle to even get out of bed
Sleep hasn’t just been sleep lately
It’s been an escape from the world that I can’t shake away
I would like you to try to understand my pain
But some people say that I’m just vain
“Don’t mention her. She just wants attention”
All this pent up stress starts to build
But the only person I wanted to kill
Was myself
Hey, look at her, she’s always smiling
But why don’t you look deeper into her eyes
Because she’s slowly dying inside
I don’t want you to save me
But I want you to stand by me while I save myself.
My parents say I’m just going through a phase
“You’re just going through puberty, you think you’re the only
one who ever gets sad?”
But you can’t fix what I have with just positive thoughts,
I just wish my mother understood
I lost myself
I wish I could be the old me.
The happy me.
The smiling me.
The cheerful me.
The me
that is gone…
I put a mask on.
I don’t want people to worry about me.
Everyday, I say the words “I’m sorry” so many times I can’t
count them
All because I think everything is my fault
And when I look in the mirror, all I see is a big, fat mistake
I can’t tell you who I am,
But I can tell you that this won’t be the last time you hear
from me.
This is me, signing off.
By Jeffery Brunner

Strength is a mountain
Mary Boyd Barker
It
stands tall
Over
the highest hills
Atop
the earth
There’s
nothing to pull it down
Not
howling storms
Or
raging seas
Its
large peaks
Show
its massive beauty
Showing
the world its mightiness
And
all the adventure it holds

3...2...1...Goodbye by Chennie Wang
Perhaps it was a dream, she thought. Perhaps if she pinched herself, she would wake
up. But she didn’t want to wake up. She wanted to stay in this world, where blood defy
gravity. This way would make everything much simpler. Her name was a secret. She
lived only for revenge. Her parents had been killed when she was 1. Her life was empty,
except for 3 things, 2 goals, and 1 picture.
The 3 things:
1) the promise to get revenge
2) her parent’s names
3) the paper with numbers on it
The 2 goals:
1) to die a quick death
2) to give the murderer a slow death
The 1 picture:
1) The image of her target
For the past 23 years of misery, she was trained day and night for her final battle. But
what if it never came? A punch to the shoulder woke her. “Apprentice? Someone else accomplished
your mission. I’m sorry you didn’t get to do it.” “It’s fine”, she said. “I had a feeling.” Then, she bit the
pill that was inside her mouth.
By Monica Singh

By Andrew Zeng
Perhaps it was a dream, she thought. Perhaps if she pinched
herself she would wake up. But she didn’t want to wake up. She
hated to stay in this dream world where humans turned into
random foods. She remembered the friend that that had
turned into a bagel, and her grandmother that had turned into
a tomato. When she thought about this, she shuddered.One
day she might even be a bag of potato chips. But first she had
to get through school first. Ever since she moved from that
town that had become densely populated with ice cream
cones, she was bullied by the biggest bully in the school,
Bob. Bob had put pictures of foods on her locker and
wrote, “You should turn into these.” She was scared.
Why didn’t Bob turn into broccoli? She wanted to
turn him into a food that no one liked, like liver or
spam. She needed to figure out how she could
turn people into foods. But soon, she would figure
out. Poor Bob.
By Anya Hammer

By Monica Singh
By Emily
Michaelsen

By Jeffrey Brunner

By Chloe Wells
By Max Kaizer

By Jack Bransome
Women only call me ugly until they
find out how much money I make.
Then they call me ugly and poor.

List of things to say to people when they cough
by Jillian Zana
- are you okay?!
- are you sick?
- do you need a tissue?
- do you want to go to the nurse?
- are you dying?!
- don’t die
- ew
- don’t cough on me
- do you want to go to the hospital?
- are you choking?
- do you need the Heimlich maneuver?
- do you need water?
- I’m calling the police
- bless

By Jeffrey Brunner

By: Jeffery Bruner

By Charlie Johnson

By Gretchen Chalmers

Envy is the newest disease
Ever so slightly creeping into our lives,
Never understood
Not given a reason.
Slowly eating us away,
This disease isn’t cured
It’s multiplied.
It stalks behind all of us,
But we never look back.
It creeps into the back of our minds
Relentless
envy rules until we push our standards back.
By Christo Kennedy
By Monica Singh

By: Dani Strauss

By Natalia McMahon

By Graham Wallace

If only it were something real, something more,the beautiful sunlight, a world with no wrong, a
world where people weren’t judged by the color of their skin, a world where there is no black and
white but there is an us. If only it were real, if only the stars would glimmer everyday in the sky,
look at me, look at you, a world where love was not wasted and truth was not broken, where
promises were kept, and people saw the person you are for who you truly are, maybe I’m wrong
maybe I’m not, but these dreams in the sky will never never die but only if I could fly, if only
everyone did not die one day, if only you weren’t reminded everyday that life’s too short, if only
these dreams were real.
By Eddie DeBruce

By Deven Nahata

Touchdown by Roland Criswell

Both teams come out of their huddle
Line up across from each other
And get ready for the play
The linebacker gives the quarterback a dead, cold, stare
“Blue 42, Blue 42, set….” It goes quiet for a split second
“Hut!”
The ball comes flying back to him as he drops back
He gazes across the field before finding a open target
He brings his arm back, and then lunges it forward
The ball floats through the air for a few seconds
And then delicately drops into the receivers hands
As he waltzes into the endzone

By Lisa Bugarcic

By Sarah Stevens

By Andrew Zeng
The yellow lines on the highway sped by in a blur, and we
flew through the night, and we felt free. But we weren’t
and we knew it. We were running away from something,
and running away was never the path to freedom. I
thought about telling John to turn back. I thought about
suggesting we go for coffee, but that was out of the
question.I knew the police were behind us, but I didn’t
know if they had sent the penguins in the pickup truck's
bed. Suddenly the police got closer and closer. We pulled
over and so did the policeman. He got out and
immediately noticed the smell of dead fish we had fed the
penguins. He looked and me and said, “Take those
penguins to the zoo immediately.” I nodded and took the
speeding ticket. The next day I was more cautious when I
drove, and it wasn’t like the penguins in the back helped
either. Then I saw the flashing lights and heard the blaring
siren. I pulled over again ad noticed that it was the same
policeman as the one that had pulled me over the last
night. Then he saw the penguins again. He walked over to
me and said, “I thought I told you to take those penguins
to the zoo.” I said, “I did, they loved it! Now I’m taking
them to the movies!”

By Dylan Sun
By Maya Leyzarovich

Maya Leyzarovich

The Basement By Monica Singh

By Chase Deaktor

New
walls
New
cold stone floors
But
the same children surround me
My
belly yearns for food
My
heart yearns for love
My
ears yearn for that familiar voice
But
All
I swallow are my tears
All
my heart owns is my blood
All
my ears hear are the cries of my comrades
My
eyes dart
To
a new face
However
This
basic blonde woman is not
My
Mother

The Mallard Duck
By Shane Trabulsi
As the green and brown
Duck
Stumbled and wobbled
Over to the
Juicy watermelon,
As he ate
it the juice flowed out the sides.

By Jillian Zana
Last week, I visited my little cousin and realized that I love kids so much. However, I am too young to have my
own. So, I thought I would borrow some other people’s children. It technically isn’t kidnapping if you are planning
on giving them back when they turn 18, right? Let’s call it long term babysitting, yeah, I like that term. So, let me
explain how I managed to ‘borrow’ nine children all in one day. It all started on a nice sunny day where lots of kids
want to go to the park and the parents take advantage and let the kids play at the park while they sit and relax.
Knowing this, I decided to go to the park and try to borrow the children slyly and to not get noticed by anyone,
especially the parents of the children. I then took them to my basement… by the way TV is a great babysitter.
Numbers one through five were super easy. All I had to do was roll up in a white van and offer them a ride to the
ice cream shop. The parents were over by the pool, reading, so they didn’t notice. Now, numbers six through nine
were a tad bit more difficult because they are a little bit older. However, they are still children, so they don’t
necessarily understand what’s going on. Instead of staying at the park went to the town fair because it would
look too suspicious if nine kids were missing from the same place on the same day. When I arrived at the fair, I
started using my bubble wand which attracted many children. After I ‘ran out’ of bubbles, I told the kids that I had
more down the street. They all believed me…

By: Ben Levy

By the Lit Mag Crew

Spring Cleaning by Anya Jain
Endless
junk fills up the hallway
The
smell of Windex lingers

The
grilled cheesy
Was
American cheese
oily
and tasty
And
it made my mouth water.

By Cole Bennet

By Michael McCarroll

One day I looked out my window to find
These Beautiful flowers growing on a tree
This very much excited me
They had a sweet smell like cherries and honey

There
are dusters
And
vacuums
And
brooms

Their white petals were blowing
Gracefully in the wind
Swirling round and round
Then coming back again
Many people run outside
But then they start to sneeze
These beautiful plants are very fun
Unless you have allergies

EVERYWHERE
And
then you go to your room and think

By Hari Viswanathan

By Grant Anderson

“This
is going to take forever”

Thou may see anything but
Thou may touch anything but
Thou may have anything but

And
wonder why you are even doing this

I would give you the earth
I would give you the sea
All I would give but

When
there is no point

By Monica Singh

My soul I would give
But anything but
My Gucci flip flops
Sent from Samsung Smart Refrigerator.
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